Cityscape Gate is the perfect solution for urban environments with a heavy amount of pedestrian traffic and an irregular need to allow vehicular access. Unlike most gates or barriers that have a bland industrial appearance, the Cityscape Gate has an appealing design that blends well into any urban area.

SECURITY ADVANTAGES

- Capable of spanning distances up to 19.5'
- Manually operated & locked in place with a hydraulic pin
- Shallow mount technology to avoid underground utilities
ANTI-RAM BARRIER GATE

CITYSCAPE GATE

SHALLOW MOUNT BARRIER

- Maximum 19.5' Span
- Manual Operation with Hydraulic Locking Pin
- Shallow Mount Installation
- Painted Finish

STANDARD FEATURES

OPTIONAL FEATURES

- Customized Painted Finish
- Stainless Steel
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TO PLACE YOUR ORDER CALL 866-467-2773 | VISIT AMERISTARSECURITY.COM